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When our children are small, they are eager learners and
love to hear us read stories at bedtime.  Many will
fight with us to read just one more story. When our
children start elementary school, they will learn to
read. Some will struggle with learning vowels sounds,
memorizing sight words, summarizing what they just read,
or applying new concepts to the story. When working with
primary grade students, here are some tips on how to
make learning fun when practicing reading with your
children at home:

Continue to read with your children each night and
take turns reading to each other.
Let your children select the book that you will read.
Many children want to read beyond their reading
ability or below their reading ability. Let them
enjoy that opportunity after they practice reading
their assigned book.
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Make reading fun by incorporating an art project.
Some children like to act out the stories and they
cut out characters and act out the story while you
both take turns reading.
Some children love to illustrate the story and write
summary sentences about what they read under the
story.
Other children prefer to rewrite the story and create
their own unique ending.
Get a journal for your reader and let them create new
chapters or stories about their favorite characters.
Children love to create songs and write poems based
on a story.
Reinforce learning skills by having the children
sound out the words and use relaxation skills when
they become frustrated. Some children prefer
memorizing words instead of sounding them out.

All of these strategies help our struggling readers
overcome basic reading challenges. Most readers learn to
overcome beginning reading challenges through practice
and by building self-confidence. If your child continues
to become frustrated with reading, schedule a conference
with the teacher to learn new strategies to support your
beginning reader at home and to determine if your child
needs added support services.

May your evenings be filled with relaxing reading
adventures!

Mary Ann
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